Updated information about COVID-19 virus:

Letters from MKI Director Rob Simcoe
Letters from MIT President Rafael Reif
MIT Community Resources during COVID-19
MIT Medical: Important Information about COVID-19 and Accessing Services
MIT Medical: Updates
MIT Medical: FAQ-Self Quarantine for COVID-19
MIT Response to the COVID-19 Challenge
Travel
Working Remotely During Campus Emergencies
Work from Home Guidance to Limit Spread of COVID-19
Updated information about COVID-19 from the Massachusetts Department of Public Health
Information about COVID-19 from CDC

This is the MIT Kavli Institute wiki, a resource in the service of the MKI community, designed to offer accurate and up-to-date information about MKI resources, policies, and procedures.

**New to the MKI community?**

Find out more information about getting set up at the Institute.

For New Community Members